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You could save the soft file of this book The Dark Of The Sun By Wilbur Smith It will certainly rely on
your downtime and tasks to open and review this book The Dark Of The Sun By Wilbur Smith soft data. So,
you might not be terrified to bring this publication The Dark Of The Sun By Wilbur Smith all over you go.
Merely include this sot documents to your gizmo or computer disk to allow you review every time and
everywhere you have time.

Review

“In places this novel is horrific; always it is exciting, strong and clear.” ?Daily Mail

“If the phrase ' a man`s book' has any meaning, it describes this powerful, savage ... gripping, fast moving
novel.” ?Books and Bookmen

“A well-knit, fast -moving, adventure story ... The action is swift, taut and convincing ... The portrayal of
men and situations, of jungle and outpost is colourful and alive. It is a 'big' book, quite irrespective of its
length.” ?Scotsman

From the Publisher
These audiobooks from Macmillan UK offer abridged readings of some of the world's most popular authors.
Handsomely packaged, they feature readings by eminent actors of the stage and screen, including James Fox,
Martin Shaw, Tim Pigott-Smith and David Rintoul.

From the Inside Flap

Praise for author Wilbur Smith

"Smith is a master." ?Publishers Weekly

"One of the world's most popular adventure writers." ?The Washington Post Book World

"A rare author who wields a razor-sharp sword of craftsmanship." ?Tulsa World

"Wilbur Smith is one of those benchmarks against whom others are compared." ?The Times (UK)
"Best Historical Novelist--I say Wilbur Smith, with his swashbuckling novels of Africa. The bodices of rip
and the blood flows. You can get lost in Wilbur Smith and misplace all of August."--Stephen King

"Action is Wilur Smith's game, and he is a master."--The Washington Post Book World

"The world's leading adventure writer." ?Daily Express (UK)



"Wilbur Smith rarely misses a trick."--Sunday Times

"Smith is a captivating storyteller." ?The Orlando Sentinel

"No one does adventure quite like Smith." ?Daily Mirror (UK)

"A thundering good' read is virtually the only way of describing Wilbur Smith's books." ?The Irish Times
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The Congo. Situated at the heart of sub-Saharan Africa, it is a place where men die for diamonds. For love.
And for the unholy pleasure of others…

Bruce Curry is the leader of a mercenary band with the dubious support of three officers. His mission: To
relieve a diamond-mining town cut off by the fighting and retrieve a priceless consignment of diamonds.
Along the way, he meets a beautiful Belgian woman. Shermaine is a dream come true. But the rest of Curry's
journey is about to become a living nightmare.

Ranged against his ill-disciplined unit are bandits, guerrillas, and hostile tribes that infest the land. In a
sinister atmosphere of omnipotent evil, Curry fights to stay alive--and protect Shermaine, his one true love.
But to do so, he must face another, even deadlier enemy: one of his own men…
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Most helpful customer reviews

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
The Dark of the Sun, in the Heart of Darkness!!!
By Pvt. W. G. Kirby Amazon Customer
I enjoyed the movie way back in the 70s on TV. I always enjoyed Rod Taylor in films...a very underrated
actor. This was a real step up in his acting, as an almost anti-hero. The book is worthy of the movie and vice
versa! A very powerful story and adventure. If the movie were to be redone today, I don't think it would do
justice to the book.

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Wilbur does it again!!
By Robert S. McCliment
As always Smith's writing is engaging...Keeps you wanting more. Plenty of action...

2 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
Read only if you intend to read all of his books.
By James Schwartz
Of 28 of 31 of his books that I have read this is my least favorite. A totally unbelievable tale without the
typical building of characters and romance so often found in Smith novels.
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